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STEVIE AULD BRINKERHOFF

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
Stevie Auld Brinkerhoff is a teacher in the Comstock Public Schools. This
article is reprinted from her book, Linking - Developing Strategic Readers
and Writers in the Elementary Classroom. That book and others can be
ordered by using the MRA publications order form on page 22.

y husband is a professor of
Human Resource Develop
ment. He trains the trainers
who work in business and
industry. Some of his best students have been
former primary teachers. He has observed that
these teachers are often the best prepared for
seeing the big picture in organizing and then
managing training. In their former lives as
primary teachers, that management determined whether any learning took place.
Unlike high school teachers who have the
responsibility for managing teaching for a
small block of time, these teachers of young
children had to structure time over the half
or whole day.
We're smart. We know; that no matter how
good the idea, the how to can make or break
implementation. F ountas and Pinnell ask the
right question in Guided Reading.
"A critical question is, while I am working
with a group in guided reading, what are the
rest of the children doing?" (p. 53).
This question becomes even more complex
when the authors remind us:
•
"That the other students must be engaged in meaningful literacy"
•
"They must be able to function without teacher assistance, maintaining and
managing their own learning."
•
"It will not be productive (or even efficient) for children to be doing busy work
like coloring or fill-in-the-blank worksheets."
(p.53)
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If we hear about the bluebirds and buzzards
being blamed for what went wrong in the
teaching of reading, what are we coming back
to with the call for small group instruction?

TRACKING VS. FLEXIBLE AND
FLUID GROUPING
Along came Amy Oak. Thanks to an invitation from nearby Climax Scotts Michigan
Public Schools, my district spent a wonderful six hours listening to Wright Group
trainer, Amy Oak, discuss how to manage a
classroom for small group guided reading.
Not only is Amy Oak an entertaining person
to learn from, I listened better because I know
she's "been there" as a classroom teacher.
As I listened, I realized that no matter how
well I had organized my first grade classrooms in the past for small groups, I had
tracked my students. Using a rotation cycle
of students moving from reading group to
seatwork to centers, I had kept these students
together for their entire language arts block
of time. While the research does support that
students be placed at their instructional level
for a guided reading group, they should not
remain in that group for the remaining time
when you are meeting other groups.
Students were tracked as a result of the
small group rotation schedule and the approach to the teaching of reading. While it
has no official name you might find in research, teachers will recognize this approach
as "covering it." The teacher followed a scope
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and sequence of skills, vocabulary introduction and story reading. Students were rarely
moved from one group to another, for fear
that they would miss some of what the teacher
had "covered" with the group. Teachers
weren't using a strategy based approach
which lends itself to more flexibility and fluidness between groups.
While recognizing that using skills and
core vocabulary is critical, the teacher who
takes a strategy approach can observe a student accelerate and move her to a group that
might be reading several instructional levels
ahead. Likewise, the student who is not keeping pace with her instructional group can be
moved to a group reading several levels below, so that child can continue to work at her
instructional level.
In detailing some of the misconceptions of
tracking and flexible grouping in her book
Literacy at the Crossroads, Regie Routman
described the surprise that visitors to her K4 school would express when they observed
students reading in small groups. The visitors said, "They had been given the message
that grouping wasn't 'allowed.' They were
teaching all reading whole class, using either
shared reading or round robin oral reading
with follow-up questions." (p. 45)
Routman reminded her visitors and reminds us of this misconception.
"There will always be times when we need
to group students of like or similar abilities.
These groupings are not fixed; they are fluid.
Unlike tracking (where the student is ability
grouped for the entire course or year), grouping according to the strengths and needs of
the students for a small part of the instructional program is what good teachers have
always done." (p. 45)
We do know that a student will not accelerate in reading unless she is reading at her
instructional level. Using a whole group plan,
how then can this student progress unless she
is reading within a small group at her instructional level? It would be irresponsible not to
manage a classroom for small group reading.
Small group management should not be a
teacher choice. Reading acceleration is one
VOLUME

issue. Another important reason for a small
group plan is the support these groups provide for learners that whole group instruction
does not provide. These students, particularly
those who have attention difficulty or are atrisk, not only benefit from the teacher support
in the small group, but benefit from the expectations set for them during the independent
time of centers. I hear from teachers who are
concerned that an at-risk student isn't transferring what has been learned from one
reading teacher back to the classroom. If the
classroom transfer is back into whole group
instruction, I am not surprised. All primary
students, but these students in particular, need
the support system that the teacher can provide with small group management.

WHAT'S THE REST OF THE
CLASS DOING?
Let's treat this discussion on management
the same way we encourage students to learn
phonics. Look at the whole first and then take
out the parts.
Amy Oak described a classroom where
primary students arrived at school knowing they had to make some choices that day.
Choices about what literacy center they
would go to and even what materials they
might use at certain centers. While some
of you might be thinking right now of students who would have difficulty making
choices, we also know that part of "teaching the whole child" is teaching them how
to behave independent of whole class instruction. If we do it right, if we do it
slowly enough, with enough practice and
repetition, the students will learn. As much
as I hate to admit it, when my students can't
do something well, I have usually not
taught it well. I go too fast and make too
many assumptions of what they know.
The classroom in the big picture that we 're
imagining has some sort of literacy center
choice board using clothespins or library
pocket holders using names that sort out the
class among the centers. Fountas & Pinnell
describe such a system in their book Guided
Reading.
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The centers Amy Oak shared with our
group are demonstrated to students one by
one, with much practice. Students are working with familiar books, poems, and daily
news charts that have been the basis of their

prior shared reading and shared writing.
This makes sense. If students lost the support of a teacher when they work
independently, they need to work with the
familiar.

Oak recommended that we read the following books as we continue to learn more about
how to implement literacy centers:
The Literacy Center by Leslie Mandel Morrow, Stenhouse Publisher
Word Sense by Wright Group
Early Literacy in the Classroom by Helen
DePree and Sandra Iversen, Wright Group
A Blueprint for Literacy Success by Sandra
Iversen, Wright Group

Possible Literacy Centers:
1.

Listening

2.

Writing - holds magnetic letters, chalkboards, paper, markers ...

3.

Shared Writing - holds the daily news and other shared writing stories.

4.

Overhead Projector - placed on the floor with shared reading poems ...

5.

Poetry - contains the poem charts, books, and songs that are familiar.

6.

Big Book Center - contains all the familiar stories from shared reading.

7.

Art - materials available to illustrate a setting or character from a book.

8.

Book Boxes - contain all the familiar stories that each child can read.

9.

Word Study - contains word banks, magnetic letters, ABC books.

10.

Read around the room - Oak even supplied glasses (with no lens) for students to
wear as they used a pointer to read classroom print.

11.

Write around the room - used clipboards for students to carry as they recorded
classroom print they could read.

WORD STUDY SEATWORK VS. WORD STUDY LITERACY CENTERS
They say that your attitude towards teaching is cast by your student teaching
internship. That was certainly my case. I had
the unique experience of student teaching
with a master teacher, Betty Lee of Prince
George's County (Maryland) Schools.
Unique, because these were the days of high
frequency controlled pre-primers and she
used the Language Experience Approach.
Visitors from around the east coast came to
observe how to organize such a classroom.
Graduate students from the University ofVir-
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ginia observed and conducted research on
how individually dictated stories replaced all
pre-primers. Students were only placed in the
hard book primers when they were reading
at that instructional level. Word study, using
individual word banks, was a daily seatwork
activity.
These students made words out of link letters, alphabetized them, wrote them, and used
them for all kinds of sorting activities. Each
word was written on a 1' by 2' piece of tag
board and stored in a plastic pencil type box.
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One day they might sort by semantic categories.

pMple wotd~

animal wotd~

~
~

mom

I
I
I

~~ot

I
I

dad
Jane

place wotd~

leftovet~

home

EJ
0
8

l!;ut tlc1m.1

I

Another sort 'night be categorized by vowel sounds.

I

cat

I

I

dad

I

and

I

dog

I

mom

I

I

~~ot

I

The word "leftover" was always used in a
sort to designate those words that fit into none
of the categories. Shane Templeton, author
of Teaching the Integrated Language Arts,
published by Houghton Mifflin, distinguishes
between "closed word sorts" where the
teacher chooses the category and "open word
sorts" whereby the students choose the categories and may even have others guess the
category. Templeton, a former student of Ed
Henderson at the University of Virginia, was
a visitor to Betty Lee's first grade many times
and observed these word sorts. Her classroom
made an impact on many others besides myself.
Word study has always been part of my
teaching of reading, but in a "seatwork" form.
If I wanted to move a._way from "tracking"
my guided reading group and move into literacy centers, how would I approach word
study?
VoLU~E
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If students have their own word banks of

known vocabulary, the management becomes clear. Literacy centers don't have to
be around the periphery of the room. If a
child chooses or is assigned to the Word
Study Center, these materials may be
brought back to their table or desk. In fact,
as I shift from the old paradigm of circleseatwork-center rotation, I can see how a
heterogeneous group of students working on
word sorts would help each other learn.

YOU CAN TEACH A NEW DOG
NEW TRICKS
Our old dog, Babe, learns new things quite
well. A vet friend said that golden retrievers can just look at the pictures of a dog
obedience book and know how to behave.
This is Babe. It's the new dog, the "But
Mom, she was free at the county fair" dog
that is having trouble learning. So I have
W1NTER
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spent these past few winter months with dog
treats in hand, working on "Sit and stay!" One
warm winter day, the treats, Roxy, the county
fair dog, and I ventured outside. I did the
normal command for stay that I had done inside and lo and behold - she didn't listen. In
educational jargon, Roxy didn't transfer the
learning. I had moved too fast, made too many
assumptions, and now had to reteach - outside.
Your students will need you to introduce
literacy centers slowly. It is nor so much the
center work itself, but how they are to behave, clean up and move on to the next center
- independently of you. Amy Oak suggested
making a chart in a class meeting that outlined the behavior of each center, posting it
at the center and then evaluating how it went
later that day.

MAKING CLASSROOM
MANAGEMENT FOR SMALL
GROUPS A PRIORITY
As our district examines various basals for
language arts adoption, all of them rely on
the use of guided reading groups. These
basals assume that a classroom management
plan for small group instruction is in place. I
observe many teachers who have no experience in small group management. Their
student teaching was whole group instruction
and we usually do what we're told.
Districts like Climax-Scotts are making a
commitment to good teaching when they not
only train teachers in how to conduct a guided
reading group, but in how to manage the
classroom for guided reading to most effectively take place.
Regie Rotman strongly advocates teacher
support groups, and classroom management
could certainly be a topic. Visit other classrooms, share individual management plans
and use Guided Reading as a study book.
Change can take place when teachers support
each other in such a group. In her audio tape,
Speaking Out About Reading. Writing and the
"Basics" Routman acknowledged how participating in such a group at her school helped
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teachers keep up with professional reading
and make for smoother change, both individually and across a school. I encourage you to
take the lead and start talking about one for
your school. Meeting once every two weeks
for a half hour may be a good start and then
play it by ear to determine if you can meet
more often and for longer periods.
I recently listened to Deborah Tannen's
tape, Talking From 9 to 5. This social linguist
makes some wonderful observations of how
men and women converse in the workplace.
The gist of what I remember listening to is
that women can't afford to come across as
experts. "Girls are expected to be 'humble' not try to take the spotlight, emphasize the
ways they are just like everyone else, and
deemphasize ways they are special." (p. 42)
I think this is true, not only between men and
women in the workplace, but among women.
Tannen's research has implications for trying to get a support group started.
If we give lip-service to acknowledging the
expertise that all of us can bring to such a
support group then we first need to get over
this hurdle of communication. What we need
from each other is to know the ways that indeed make our classrooms special and what
makes them work so well. Some groups might
want to start off with a common source of
material, research article or conference workshop report, that could be reported and then
discussed.
I know that some schools use Linking as
their guide for these discussion groups.
Topics branched out, but the book served
as a common reference for all teachers. It's
meant to be an introductory book. Topics
like classroom management must be followed up with thorough training, visits and
more reading.
Amy Oak~ closing words to us were ones
we chanted together:
"I cannot do everything. I can do something."
As you take it slowly and deliberately in
bringing change to your students, remember
to do the same for yourself.
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